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Press Release 

13 May 2021 

SSTL Signs Up LatConnect 60 for High Resolution EO Data 

 
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) has signed a contract with LatConnect 60, based in Australia, 

to provide high resolution optical data from the SSTL S1-4, an Earth observation satellite which was 

launched in September 2018. 

SSTL will retain ownership and overall in-orbit satellite operation, and will lease imaging payload 

capacity as well as enable operational access to LatConnect 60 to submit tasking requests for its 

capacity share from Australia for the satellite’s lifetime, designed to be in excess of 7 years.  The 

new contract will contribute high resolution panchromatic and multispectral optical data to 

LatConnect 60 in support of their activities in Australia and beyond.  LatConnect 60's team in 

Western Australia will process the data further to provide analytics-ready data products and 

insights. 

Phil Brownnett, Managing Director of SSTL said “We are very pleased to announce this new 

contract for SSTL S1-4 data with LatConnect 60 which furthers the UK’s ties with the Australian 

space industry and brings SSTL’s sub metric earth observation data to new markets.” 

Venkat Pillay, CEO of LatConnect 60 said: “We are very excited to have signed this agreement with 

SSTL and to be working together at the forefront of space innovation. Utilizing this satellite 

capacity exclusively in Australia, LatConnect 60 will be able to fill key data gaps for customers, 

while developing local capability which will create jobs and help grow the rapidly emerging 

Australian space sector.” 

The SSTL S1-4 satellite has a mass of 450kg and is capable of acquiring multiple targets in one pass, 

utilising spot, strip and mosaic imaging modes and 45 degree off-pointing agility for a range of 

applications including urban planning, agricultural monitoring, land classification, natural resource 

management and disaster monitoring.  The very high resolution imager on board the spacecraft 

has been designed and manufactured by SSTL and acquires sub 1 metre resolution images in 

panchromatic mode and sub 4 metre resolution images in multispectral mode, with a swath width 

of about 20.8km. 
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LatConnect 60 is based in Perth and provides high resolution satellite imagery and medium 

resolution hyperspectral imagery over Australia, Asia Pacific, Middle East, Africa, Europe and the 

Americas, and provides activity based intelligence workflows and situational awareness analytics 

services. 

In February 2021 the UK and Australia signed a new ‘Space Bridge’ partnership to increase 

knowledge exchange and investment across both countries’ space sectors and paving the way for 

working on collaborative space-related activities.   

Arfan Chaudhry, Head of International Policy at the UK Space Agency, said: “Our pioneering Space 

Bridge is already unlocking improved access to trade and investment, helping our innovative space 

sector collaborate more effectively than ever. 

“Now, this exciting partnership between SSTL and LatConnect 60 is harnessing the UK’s world-

leading Earth observation capabilities which bring a range of benefits here on Earth, including 

helping us monitor and tackle climate change, respond to natural disasters and manage our 

natural resources.” 

 

Karl Rodrigues,General Manager (acting)at the Australian Space Agency (ASA) said the 

partnership was an important development in the UK-AustraliaSpace Bridge. 

“Australian businesses and researchers have even more opportunities to showcase their capabilities 

to the world. It is an important step in helping to grow Australia’s space industry through 

international partnerships.”  

The space sector is one of the fastest-growing UK sectors and aims to create 30,000 new jobs by 

2030. The Australian space sector is also growing with up to 20,000 new Australian jobs expected 

by 2030. 

ENDS 
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Notes to editor:  

Full size accompanying images for this press release can be downloaded at 
https://www.sstl.co.uk/LatConnect60 

 

Press Contacts: 
 
For SSTL 
Joelle Sykes, PR Manager, SSTL 
Tel: +44 (0)1483 804243  
Mob: 07775 000853 
Email: j.sykes@sstl.co.uk 
 
For LatConnect 60 
Hugh Tobin, Bastion RM 
Mob: +61 417 303 701  
Email: hugh.tobin@bastionrm.com.au 
 
About SSTL 
Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) is at the forefront of space innovation delivering 

customisable complete mission solutions for Earth observation, science, communications, 

navigation, in-orbit debris removal and servicing and exploration beyond Earth infrastructure.  

 

Since 1981, SSTL has built and launched 70 satellites for 20 international customers, as well as 

providing training and development programmes, consultancy services, and mission studies for 

ESA, NASA, international governments and commercial customers. 

 

In 2017 SSTL and Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organisation (CSIRO) signed an agreement for a 10% share of the tasking and data acquisition 

capabilities from NovaSAR-S, a Synthetic Aperture Radar satellite operating an S Band payload. 

 

SSTL is well known for innovative missions such as the CARBONITE satellites, the NovaSAR S-band 

radar imaging satellite and the RemoveDEBRIS space debris removal technology demonstrator.   

 

Headquartered in Guildford, UK, SSTL is part of Airbus. 

www.sstl.co.uk 
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About LatConnect 60 

LatConnect 60 is an Australian company founded in Perth, Western Australia that provides vital 

insights for our world. LatConnect 60 is launching its own Low Earth Orbit (LEO) smart satellite 

constellation in 2022 which will have a global service reach. LatConnect 60 serves government and 

commercial clients by providing greater control, exclusivity and flexibility of critical EO data 

products and analytics services, in an affordable and accessible manner. It has developed 

significant patented IP in this domain and is working with leading Australian research and 

development institutions to deploy its innovative LEO analytics capabilities both on-orbit and in 

the field. 

 

For more information, visit www.latconnect60.com. 


